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Making strategic business calls - free
workshops for creatives
The Creative Industries Innovation Centre has partnered with
Wilson Learning Australia to provide one-day workshops for
creative SMEs, free of charge, in almost every Australian capital
city. The workshops aim to assist small creative businesses
achieve improved sales revenue, margins, customer satisfaction
and business growth. 

The workshops will help to:
- Recognise and understand what’s most important to the
customer
- Understand how to obtain market validation for your ideas
- Create products and offerings that are directly linked to the
customer’s success factors
- Call on strategic call points higher, wider and deeper in customer
organisations
- Understand business life cycles and apply these to your business

Workshops will be held in Melbourne, Sydney, Brisbane, Perth,
Adelaide and Canberra in March and April.

Find out more

 

Win without pitching - national
workshops for designers
CIIC partner organisation, the Australian Graphic Design
Association (AGDA), is delighted to bring Canadian
business consultant Blair Enns for its 12th AGDA
International Speaker Tour encompassing seven cities.

This is a brilliant opportunity to gain a new perspective on
how to transform your design business and to gain new
clients.

The Workshop
Blair Enns leads a three-hour workshop on transforming
your design practice from one that pitches free ideas to one
that wins without pitching. 

In this workshop you will learn:

read
inspiring
feature
stories

creative
business
review
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- the root causes of the free pitching problem
- the only meaningful basis for setting yourself apart from
your competition
- why designers struggle more than most when it comes to
positioning their firm
- a whole new perspective on what it means to sell
- how to replace presentations with conversations
- how to get out of the proposal writing business
- how to derail the RFP process and competitive pitches

Workshops will be held in Canberra, Brisbane, Adelaide,
Melbourne, Perth, Hobart and Sydney in March and April.

Register now

 

Free business consultations - online
registrations now open for the 3
months
The CIIC has released the next 3 months worth of ‘Biztro’
business consultations sessions via
Creativeinnovation.net.au.

The ‘Biztro’ is all-you-can-digest business advice in 60
minutes and is available for micro and small businesses
operating in the creative field.

Business owners and sole traders - this is your chance to
discuss your creative business challenges in a free 1hour
session with a CIIC business adviser, in capital cities
around Australia.

The Biztro is available in Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane,
Adelaide and Perth. Five consultations will be held in each
city, on the last Friday of every month.

Register for the CIIC Biztro
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